Among the various measurement approaches to quantify light absorption coefficient (Babs), filter-8 based absorption photometers are dominant in monitoring networks around the globe. Numerous 9 Division (GMD)) or on mobile platforms (e.g., car trailer, aircraft, and ship), typically involving 42 the measurements of aerosol chemical, physical, and optical properties. Crucial to the 43 quantification of the radiative forcing of absorbing aerosols are measurements of the absorption 44 coefficient (Babs). For example, long-term monitoring of Babs provides essential data to evaluate 45 chemistry-climate model simulations (e.g., Chen et al. (2019); Vignati et al. (2010)), while 46 intensive measurements of Babs during short-term field campaigns allow for the investigation of 47 and the scattering coefficient (Bscat). Correction equations are developed by comparing data 86 between the filter-based instrument and the reference instrument, where the equations often 87 contain one term that accounts for filter loading effects and another that accounts for multiple-88 scattering effects. Consequently, the correction equations frequently incorporate both Tr and either 89
), we do not evaluate these in the present work to 195 limit the scope. In fact, the majority of our focus is the B1999 and V2005 corrections to TAP and 196 CLAP. However, we still test the performance of the new algorithms on the AETH to explore its 197 applicability to that instrument. The ambient data used in this manuscript are the ground-based aerosol data measured at the SGP 200 observatory from 02/01/13 to 07/09/13 (archived at https://www.archive.arm.gov/discovery/). For 201 evaluation purposes, we randomly selected a range of dates during which the observations are 202 valid (without incorrect, suspect, and missing data). This time period was also subsequent to an 203 upgrade to the 532 nm laser in the three-wavelength photoacoustic soot spectrometer (PASS-3). 204 At the site, an impactor was used to switch the sampling between two cutoffs (particle diameter 205 <10 μm (PM10) in the first 30 minutes of each hour and <1 μm (PM1) in the latter 30 minutes of 206 each hour). The aerosols exiting from the impactor were dried to RH less than 40% and passed to 207 a CLAP, a PSAP, and two NEPHs. The PASS-3 operated at the site and also provides Babs and 208 Bscat for aerosols, but these samples did not pass through the impactor (e.g., characterizing total 209 suspended particles (TSP)). Typical Babs and Bscat reported at the site ranged from 0 to 10 Mm -1 210 and 0 to 50 Mm -1 at 550 nm, respectively (e.g., (Sherman et al., 2015) ). Although the site is rural (clean background air), long-term transport aerosols (such as mineral dust, absorbing organic 212 aerosols, and secondary organic aerosols (SOA)) may affect the local aerosol properties (Andrews 213 et al., 2019). 214 We preprocess the SGP data in three steps. First, due to the systematic difference of aerosol sizes 215 between PASS-derived and filter-based absorption, we only include the PM10 observations, 216 inherently assuming that any differences in the optical properties of PM10 and TSP are negligible. 217 Then, we smooth the 1-second data into 10-minute averages. Thirdly, we estimate the detection 218 limits at each of the three wavelengths in the PASS-3 using the data measured during the 219 "background zero" periods (Allan, 1966) and discard the observations which are below the 220 detection limits. With a 10-min-averaging-time, the detection limits (3σ) for the PASS-3 are 0.78 221 Mm -1 (405 nm), 2.01 Mm -1 (532 nm), and 0.30 Mm -1 (781 nm). For the filter-based instruments, 222 the detection limits are based on previous studies (See Table 1 ). Moreover, we only retain the 223 observations that satisfy Babs (405 nm) > Babs (532 nm) > Babs (781 nm) (or AAE>0), similar to 224 Fischer and Smith (2018) . As with the PAX data from the laboratory, we adjust the PASS-derived 225 Babs to 467, 528, and 652 nm using the inferred AAE values for each 10-minute average. 0.2 to 0.9) with Babs ranging from 0 to 800 Mm -1 at 530 nm.
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Different from the f(Tr) in the B1999 correction which was a reciprocal function of Tr, the f(Tr) 285 presented in V2005 was a multi-variate linear function of the natural logarithm of Tr and SSA
286
(including an interaction term between the two):
where the parameters in Eq. (6) vary with wavelengths. The parameters in V2005 were updated in 289 Virkkula (2010) by correcting for flowmeter calibration (Table 2) . through an iterative procedure. In the iteration, Babs is first calculated using the B1999 correction 292 (e.g., Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)) and is then used to compute the initial guess of SSA for use in Eq. (6).
293
The Babs and SSA can be updated using Eq. (4) and Eq. (6) until convergence is reached. 304 -(9)). As with other correction equations, this model takes into account the influence of scattering 305 and weakly-absorbing materials. However, we target two additional aims: 1) extend the correction 306 a wider range of Babs; and 2) develop a model that is applicable to any filter-based instrument.
307
Similar to the B1999 and V2005 corrections, this new model starts with the general form of Eq.
308
(4), re-written here to define Bscat in terms of SSA and Babs. where g(Tr(λ), SSA(λ)) = f(Tr(λ)) ×
313
We define the function "g" as a multivariate linear model, introducing AAE as a dependent 314 variable and including interaction terms between SSA, AAE, and ln(Tr):
Equation (9) suggests that different combinations of SSA, AAE and ln(Tr) can result in the same 318 value of "g" (i.e., Babs/BATN); likewise, a given value of Babs/BATN may have infinitely many points 319 with distinct slopes passing through it ( Fig. S3 ). Therefore, in orderly to properly compensate for 320 the effects of loading and aerosol optical properties, a multiple linear regression with interaction 321 terms is required.
322
A detailed description of the procedure for the model development (e.g., variable transformation 323 (from Tr to ln(Tr)), variable selection using best-subsets and stepwise approaches, and model 324 validation) is provided in the Supplementary Material.
325
As in V2005, iteration is required in our algorithm because Babs is dependent on knowledge of 326 SSA and AAE, which themselves are dependent on Babs. We propose the following iterative 327 process to update SSA and AAE in the model. 2. Algorithm B: The filter-based instrument is co-located with a NEPH but not a reference 345 instrument providing Babs, which is perhaps the most likely scenario (at least at many long-346 term monitoring sites). This scenario requires an initial guess of the coefficients; we provide 347 sets of these in Table 4 below for different filter-based instruments and aerosol sources. (Table S5 and Fig. S5 ).
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Our inter-comparison between the corrected CLAP-derived Babs and reference Babs for the FIREX 372 and SGP data is provided in Fig. 2 and Table 3 . For the FIREX measurements, both analyses (using 373 the "default" coefficients and updating the coefficients) suggest good correlation (coefficient of 374 determination (R 2 ) > 0.9) between the CLAP and the reference across all three wavelengths.
375
Nevertheless, the corrections using the "default" coefficients result in over-prediction of Babs by 376 factors of ~2.5. If we update the coefficients in the corrections, there is an obvious improvement 377 in the agreement (i.e., slope ≈ 1; R 2 increases). The results are generally similar for SGP, although 378 the R 2 for ambient data is generally lower for ambient data (R 2 < 0.7). Decreased R 2 may be due 379 to the lower aerosol concentrations measured in ambient air, which could lead to lower signal-to-noise in the instruments. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that for both datasets (FIREX and SGP), 381 the corrected Babs from different filter-based absorption photometers using the "default" 382 approaches does not agree with each other (slopes range from 0.69 to 1.40). However, after 383 updating the coefficients, the slopes approach unity (Table S6 ). In the FIREX data, there is an apparent dependency of the updated coefficients on the wavelength 393 of light, but more importantly, on the aerosol optical properties, namely SSA and AAE (Tables   394   S7-S9 ). However, in the ambient data from SGP, the dependency on optical properties is less 395 obvious (Tables S10-S11). Nevertheless, all of these coefficients differ from those reported in 396 B1999 and V2005 (again, derived for the PSAP rather than the CLAP), which highlights the 397 potential need to use coefficient values that are appropriate for the instrument being used, its Table 4 and Table 5 to help readers quickly retrieve key information of our 407 algorithms.
408 Figure 3 provides a comparison between the uncorrected BATN from the CLAP at all three 409 wavelengths, as well as photoacoustic Babs interpolated to those wavelengths using AAE. For each 410 wavelength, the slopes are significantly greater than one. Moreover, there is an apparent 411 dependency on SSA and AAE in the agreement between the instruments. This is most obvious in We first apply "Algorithm A" to the CLAP BATN data in Fig. 3 . Using the reference Babs values 423 from the PAX (in addition to Bscat values), we are able to derive a set of coefficients that enable 424 the correction of the data (Table 4) . Corrected CLAP values are presented in Fig. 4 with the linear 425 relationships presented in Table 5 . The slope for each wavelength is very close to the 1:1 line, 426 suggesting that our approach works well in correcting these data. Moreover, the heteroscedasticity 427 that exists in Fig. 3 has been minimized after correction, and there are no apparent trends in how 428 the data are organized in Fig. 4 due to the aerosol optical properties.
429 Table 4 Coefficient values for Eq. (9) derived using "Algorithm A". We recommend these as the 430 initial guesses when implementing "Algorithm B". Babs at the operating wavelengths for the filter-based instrument. The relationship is achieved using 
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We next investigate the repeatability of the coefficient values presented in Table 4 by randomly 441 selecting half of the measurements (N = 1338) from the whole FIREX dataset. By implementing 442 "Algorithm A" to the extracted observations, we obtain new coefficient values for G0 to G7. This 443 is repeated 1000 times to obtain a distribution of coefficient values (Fig. S7) . The extraction 444 approach mimics the process of obtaining new biomass burning datasets, so that we can estimate 445 the variability of these derived coefficients. From Fig. S7 and Table S12 , the derived coefficients in "Algorithm A" appear to be reasonable initial guesses to correct filter-based absorption 450 measurements during biomass burning events when the reference Babs is unavailable, such as in 451 "Algorithm B" and "Algorithm C". 452 We next implement "Algorithm B" to the CLAP BATN data from Fig. 3 using the initial guesses of 453 the coefficients derived from "Algorithm A" ( summarized as box-and-whisker plots in Fig. 5 . For all three wavelengths, the slopes are close to 458 unity, and there is good correlation between the two absorption measurements (R 2 ≈ 0.98), which 459 indicates that the good performance seen in Fig. 4 is independent of the reference Babs with the photoacoustic Babs (as demonstrated in Table 4 and Table 5 , as well as Fig. S5-S6 ).
504
Moreover, the corrected Babs from the three filter-based instruments agrees with each other for all 505 three wavelengths (Table 6) , confirming the universal nature of our algorithm. To test our algorithms further, we extended our work to ambient data collected the DOE SGP site 513 during the time period which the PASS-3 was operational. From the SGP data, we derived a 514 different set of coefficients for ambient data using "Algorithm A", which differ from those derived 515 for FIREX (Table 4 ). The results presented in Fig. 8 and Table 5 suggest that our new algorithm 516 works at least as well as B1999 and V2005 on this dataset (both with updated coefficients). The 517 repeatability of the coefficient values in "Algorithm A" is confirmed for the SGP measurements 518 using the same procedure as described in Sect. 3.2 (see results in Fig. S7 and Table S12 ). On the SGP data, we see similar performance to the FIREX data when we apply "Algorithm B",
524
where we again sampled half of the CLAP data, used the initial guesses derived in "Algorithm A", 525 and repeated this process 1000 times. Although the slopes tend to be larger than 1 (i.e., the 526 corrected CLAP Babs remains high relative to the PASS Babs), the results still represent an 527 improvement over B1999 and V2005 using their recommended coefficients for their correction 528 equations.
529
Implementing "Algorithm C" is challenging for ambient data, because there is no distinct power 530 function relationship in AAE vs. SSA (Fig. 9) ; this is consistent with other field studies reporting by biomass burning. Nevertheless, we did apply this to a subset of the SGP data where the AAE-
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SSA prediction error is within 30% (N = 86), and for this subset of data, "Algorithm C" works 535 fairly well (slopes ≈ 0.95; see Fig. S8 ). Therefore, while "Algorithm C" may have utility for 536 ambient data, we advise caution when using this algorithm since the aerosols influencing the site 537 may not be represented by a clear AAE-SSA power function (e.g., when biomass burning and 538 coarse aerosols are equally prevalent at a long-term monitoring site). These new algorithms are also applicable to the PSAP deployed at the SGP site. The results of the 543 correction for the PSAP are presented in Table 5 and Fig. S5 , and the recommended initial guesses 544 when implementing "Algorithm B" to PSAP-BATN at ambient environments are given in Table 4 .
545
As expected, there is good agreement between corrected PSAP-and CLAP-Babs (Table 6) . In addition to the direct comparisons of Babs between the filter-based and photoacoustic 548 measurements, we compare derived optical properties (AAE and SSA) from different instruments 549 to assess the algorithms' performance on derived aerosol optical properties. For example, we have 550 discussed the discrepancy of SSA between the filter-based and photoacoustic measurements when 551 implementing "Algorithm C" in Sect. 3.2. In this section we will more broadly discuss the impact 552 of different correction algorithms on AAE and SSA.
553
In Fig. 10 , we present the frequency distribution of AAE for both FIREX and SGP data generated 554 from different campaign/instrument pairs using different correction approaches. For the FIREX 555 data ( Fig. 10a-b ), most corrections (with the exception of the "default" B1999) are consistent with 556 the photoacoustic data, while for the SGP data ( Fig. 10c-d the use of "Algorithm C" results in some obvious discrepancies compared to the photoacoustic 581 reference, again highlighting the potential for large uncertainty using this algorithm.
582
In Fig. 12 , we directly compare the distributions of both AAE and SSA at 652 nm for all of the 583 filter-based absorption photometers considered here, using our "Algorithm A" to correct the BATN 584 data. For both datasets, after the corrections have been applied, there are only marginal differences 585 of the AAE (Fig. 10a and 10b ) derived by different instruments. Similarly, there is good agreement 586 among the SSA values when using corrected-Babs from different instruments ( Fig. 10c and 10d ).
587
Overall, the derived properties using the new correction are consistent across all instruments, 588 suggesting its universality. In our simulations, the propagated uncertainty of corrected Babs is estimated by implementing the 622 new algorithm to datasets in which filter-based BATN, reference Babs, and Bscat are subject to 623 measurement uncertainties. The full procedure is outlined in the Supplementary Material, but we 624 provide a brief overview of our Monte Carlo approach here. First, we create a synthetic dataset (n 625 = 500 records) that defines Babs at 652 nm and AAE that is intended to represent biomass burning.
626
Values of BATN and SSA are then computed using the relationships presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6,   627 respectively. Respective uncertainties associated with each of these values are applied following 628 Table 1 , assuming that these follow a normal distribution. We then applied "Algorithm B" to the 629 BATN dataset, repeated 1000 times, to quantify overall uncertainty associated with our correction 630 algorithm.
631 Figure 13 provides a graphical summary of our uncertainty simulation results, which was derived 632 by fitting linear equations to the "true" Babs value (that we defined) and the "corrected" Babs values 633 (outputs of each iteration). Considering the slopes (Fig. 12a ), our algorithm can generally 634 reproduce the "true" value within 10% at 652 nm and 528 nm, but the performance is slightly 635 degraded at 467 nm. The median intercept for our simulations is close to zero, but the interquartile 636 range increases with decreasing wavelength (Fig. 12b ), suggesting that the uncertainty may 637 increase at shorter wavelengths. The coefficients of determination ( Fig. 12c ) range from 0.47 (652 638 nm) to 0.68 (467 nm), showing that the algorithm may be less precise if large measurement 639 uncertainties exist. Even though these sources of uncertainty exist when implementing our 640 correction algorithms and propagate through to the corrected values, we argue that our new 641 algorithm will "standardize" uncertainties across corrected Babs values from filter-based absorption 642 photometers. Moreover, the new algorithms perform, at least, better than the previous algorithms 643 with "default" coefficients, or as well as the previous algorithms with updated coefficients. 
